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Abstract
The cohomology ring of an arbitrary orientable Seifert manifold is computed withZ/p coefficients
for any prime p. In some cases the cohomology rings are given with Z/ps coefficients. These results
will be used to compute the abelian Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev type invariants and Dijkgraaf–
Witten invariants for some classes of Seifert manifolds in a later paper. Finally, necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of a degree one map from an orientable Seifert manifold into a
lens space are given.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper M will denote an orientable Seifert fibred manifold and M˜
its universal cover. Furthermore, Π will denote the fundamental group π1(M) of M
and R = ZΠ is its integral group ring. Then using the standard notation introduced in
1933 by Seifert [21], either M ∼= (O,o, g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)) or M ∼= (O,n,g |
e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)). In the first case M is orientable with orientable orbit surface Vg
of genus g  0, while in the second case M is orientable with non-orientable orbit surface
Wg (a 2-sphere with g cross caps), g  1. In both cases e is the Euler number, m is the
number of singular fibres and, for each i , (ai, bi) is a pair of relatively prime integers that
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characterize the twisting of the ith singular fibre. In addition to Seifert’s original paper
and its English translation [22], good expositions of the basic facts about Seifert fibred
manifolds can be found in [16,18,20].
In [5,6] computations of the cohomology ring H ∗(M;Z/2) for the important special
case
M = (O,o,0 | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)),
that is, when the orbit surface of the Seifert manifold is S2 (the “genus 0” case), were
given. These results have been generalized to arbitrary orientable Seifert manifolds and
to Z/p coefficients in [7]. One objective of this paper is to furnish the details and proofs
for the results on the cohomology ring H ∗(M;Z/p), when M is any orientable Seifert
manifold with infinite fundamental group, which appear in [7]. The paper [7] discussed
applications to degree one maps and the proofs for these results will be given here as
well. Another application considered in [7] was to the Lusternik–Schnirelmann category
of these manifolds; all details for this application appear in [7] so it is not considered
here. In addition four minor corrections to the statement of the results in [7] are made
(cf. Appendix B). The second purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of [7]
appropriately so that certain invariants of 3-manifolds arising in topological quantum field
theory (TQFT) can be computed in [3,4]. (These results are given in Appendix A of this
paper.) The next five paragraphs outline this relationship to TQFTs. This is followed by
an explanation of the techniques and notation used for the cohomology computations and
then the main theorems of the paper are stated.








where for the odd (respectively even) integer N , ω is an N th (respectively 2N th) primitive
root of unity. For the orientable 3-manifold X obtained from surgery along the framed link








where A denotes the n× n-linking matrix of L, l is a column matrix with entries in Z/N ,
lt the transpose of l, σ(A) is the signature of the linking matrix A and the sum is taken
over all such l (cf. [19]). The complex numbers ZN(X,ω) remain unchanged when the
linking matrix A is modified under a certain equivalence relation, which implies that they
are homotopy invariants of the manifold.
In [13] Dijkgraaf and Witten constructed the partition functions for an infinite family
of TQFTs. For a finite group G that acts on the 3-manifold X let fγ :X → BG
be the classifying map corresponding to the universal principal G-bundle γ . Let ω ∈
H 3(BG,U(1))∼= Z/N . The element ω can be considered to be an N th root of unity via




f ∗γ ω, [X]
〉 ∈C,
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where the sum is taken over all possible G bundles over X. It was proved in [19] that these
partition functions can be calculated as products of the MOO-invariants by the formulae:
(1) For N odd, DN(X,ωNk)=ZN2/k(X,ωk)Zk(X,ω−N2/k),
(2) For N even, DN(X,ωNk)=ZN2/2k(X,ωk)Zk(X,ω−N2/4k).
The MOO-invariants themselves turn out to be a special case of a new class of
invariants refered to as abelian WRT (Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev)-type invariants which
are formulated in terms of the linking form of the manifold (cf. Deloup [8–10]). Thus, the
MOO-invariants and the Dijkgraaf–Witten partition functions can be expressed in terms of
the linking form of the manifold as well. In order to define Deloup’s abelian WRT type-
invariants (cf. [8,9]) let q :G→Q/Z be a quadratic form on a finite abelian group G with
associated symmetric bilinear form bq :G × G→ Q/Z. Let adbq :G→ Hom(G,Q/Z)
denote the adjoint homomorphism of bq . Define the Gauss sum
γ (G,q)= ∣∣ker(adbq)∣∣− 12 |G|− 12 ∑
x∈G
e2πiq(x).
For a closed, connected, orientable manifold X, there is a simply connected 4-manifold W
such that ∂W = X. Let BW :H2(W ;Z) ⊗H2(W ;Z)→ Z be the intersection form of W
and denote by σ(BW ) the signature of BW . Then for any pair (G,q) such that γ (G,q) = 0
define









where b2(W) is the second Betti number of W .
The quantity τ (X,G,q) can be shown to be an invariant of the manifold up to homotopy
type, by showing that it depends only on the first Betti number and the linking pairing.
Theorem 4 [9] provides an explicit formula for τ (X,G,q) in terms of the quadratic form
qLX , associated to the linking form LX on TorsH1(X;Z). With this explicit formula it
only remains to establish the relationship between the abelian WRT type invariants and the
MOO invariants. So, let N be an odd (respectively even) positive integer and ω an N th
(respectively 2N th) primitive root of unity. If G= Z/N and q :G→Q/Z is the quadratic
form satisfying ω= e2πiq(1), and 1 = 1+NZ, then ZN(X;ω)= τ (X;G,q).
When X is an orientable Seifert fibred manifold, the results given in [5–7] and this paper
can now be used along with Theorem 4 [9] to determine a general formula for computing
the invariants ZN(X;ω), τ (X,G,q) and the partition functions DN(X). This procedure
(cf. [3,4]) requires the computation of the linking form of the Seifert manifolds, which
can be computed from the mod ps cup products of the manifold and the mod ps Bockstein
maps, for s  1, and any prime p (cf. [25]). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that results
by Kawauchi and Kojima [17], and Wall [26], together may imply that the τ invariants
and hence the partition functions DN(X), can be computed for all 3-manifolds once the
invariants have been computed for all the orientable Seifert manifolds.
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The techniques here are quite similar to those used in [5,6], indeed many of the results
in the genus 0 case carry over to the present study. The main idea is to use the fact that
these manifolds, apart from a few well understood exceptions (those with Π finite), are
Eilenberg–MacLane spaces of type K(Π,1) and therefore the calculation reduces to a
purely algebraic one of group cohomology via the isomorphism H ∗(M;A)≈H ∗(Π;A).
For further details about this method, which involves the use of the equivariant chain
complex C∗(M˜;Z) to obtain a free R resolution of the trivial R-module Z, and then
the construction of an explicit chain approximation to the diagonal, we refer the reader
to [6]. It is worth noting that once the cup products have been given for the genus 0 case
(that is, assuming the results of [5,6]), other methods have also been successfully applied
to complete the general case for mod 2 coefficients, cf. [1,12,2]. When comparable (i.e.,
when p = 2) these results agree with those of the present paper.
Before describing our main results the following notational conventions are made.
For any prime p, assume without loss of generality that a1, . . . , anp ≡ 0 (mod p) and
anp+1, . . . , am ≡ 0 (mod p). (Although the number np depends on the prime p, the
notation n= np , will be used throughout.) In this case there exist integers a′1, . . . , a′n, such
that a1 = pa′1, . . . , am = pa′m. Choose integers ci , di so that aidi − bici = 1. Then, for
1 i  n, bi , ci ≡ 0 (mod p). When n= 0, that is when ai ≡ 0 (mod p), for all 1 i  n,
let b1, . . . , br ≡ 0 (mod p), br+1, . . . , bm ≡ 0 (mod p). Then there exist b′1, . . . , b′r such
that b1 = pb′1, . . . , br = pb′r . Let A=
∏n
i=1 ai , Ai = a−1i A ∈ Z and C =
∑
biAi . Observe
that A ≡ 0 (mod p). Finally, the notation ≡ (mod p) and ≡p will be used interchangeably.
In some instances the same symbol will be used to denote an integer s and its mod p
reduction. The context will remove any ambiguity.
The Z/p cohomology groups of the Seifert manifold M ∼= (O,o, g | e: (a1, b1), . . . ,
(am, bm)) are well known and can be determined by first calculating its homology using a
CW-decomposition (or by abelianizing Π1(M) ) and then applying Poincaré duality. This
calculation gives the following results:
(i) If n > 0 then H 1(M;Z/p)≈H 2(M;Z/p)≈ (Z/p)2g+n−1.
(ii) If n= 0, then
(a) H 1(M;Z/p)≈H 2(M;Z/p)≈ (Z/p)2g , if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p), and
(b) H 1(M;Z/p)≈H 2(M;Z/p)≈ (Z/p)2g+1, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p).
In the case when M ∼= (O,n,g | e;m: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)) then, similarly
(i) If n > 0 or n= 0 and p > 2, then H 1(M;Z/p)≈H 2(M;Z/p)≈ (Z/p)g+n−1.
(ii) If n= 0 and p = 2, then
(a) H 1(M;Z/2)≈H 2(M;Z/2)≈ (Z/2)g , if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod 2), and
(b) H 1(M;Z/2)≈H 2(M;Z/2)≈ (Z/2)g+1, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Theorem 1.1. Let M := (O,o;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)) and let δjk denote the
Kronecker delta.
If n > 0, then as a graded vector space,
H ∗(M;Z/p)= Z/p{1, αi, θl, θ ′l , βi, ϕl, ϕ′l , γ | 2 i  n, 1 l  g}
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with αi , θl , θ ′l in degree 1, βi , ϕl , ϕ′l in degree 2, and γ in degree 3. Now set β1 =−∑ni=2 βi . Then, the non-trivial cup products in H ∗(M;Z/p) are given by:
(i) For p = 2, let 2 i, j  n











Furthermore, if 2 k  n as well, then
















(ii) Let 2 i, j  n and 1 l  g. Then for any prime p,
αi · βj =−δij γ , θl · ϕ′l = θ ′l · ϕl = γ.
Additionally, the mod p Bockstein, Bp , on H 1(M;Z/p) is given by
Bp(αi)=−ai ′ciβi + a1′c1β1 ∈H 2(M;Z/p),
Bp(θl)= Bp(θ ′l )= 0.
Remarks 1.2.
(i) For p = 2, B2(αi) = Sq1(αi) = α2i . Thus the formula given in 1.1(i) for α2i agrees
with the formula for B2(αi) given in 1.1(ii).
(ii) In case n= 1, there are no αi or βi classes.
Theorem 1.3. Let M := (O,o;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)) and suppose that n = 0.
Define r so that bi ≡ 0 (mod p) for 1 i  r , bi ≡ 0 (mod p) for r + 1 i m. In case
Ae+ C ≡ 0 (mod p) H ∗(M;Z/p) has generators θl , θ ′l , ϕl , ϕ′l , 1  l  g (as described
in 1.1). If Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p), then
H ∗(M;Z/p)= Z/p{1, α, θl, θ ′l , β,ϕl, ϕ′l , γ | 1 l  g},
where deg(α)= 1 and deg(β)= 2.
The non-trivial cup products are given by:








where q is defined to be the number of bi , 1 i  r , which are congruent to 2 (mod 4).
(ii) If Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p) then for 1 l  g,
α · θl = ϕl, α · θ ′l = ϕ′l , θl · θ ′l = β,
α · β =−γ, θl · ϕ′l = θ ′l · ϕl = γ.
Furthermore, the mod p Bockstein on H 1(M;Z/p) is given by:














In the case when the Seifert manifold has a non-orientable orbit surface Vg =
RP2 # · · · # RP2, the cohomology algebra is now given.
Theorem 1.4. Let M ∼= (O,n;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)). If n > 0, then as a graded
vector space,
H ∗(M;Z/p)= Z/p{1, αi , θl, βi, ϕl, γ | 2 i  n, 1 l  g}.
In this case let β1 =−∑ni=2 βi−2∑gj=1 ϕj . The non-trivial cup products in H ∗(M;Z/p)
are given by:
(i) For p = 2 and 2 i, j  n,











Moreover, if 2 k  n as well, then
















(ii) Let 2 i, j  n and 1 l  g. Then for any prime p
αj · βj =−γ, and θl · ϕl =−γ.
In addition, the mod p Bockstein on H 1(M,Z/p) is given by:
Bp(αj )=−a′j cjβj + a′1c1β1,
Bp(θl)= 0.
Remark 1.5.
(i) When p = 2, Bp(αi)= α2i as in Theorem 1.1 and the formulae in (i) and (ii) agree.
(ii) When n= 1, there are no αi or βi classes.
Theorem 1.6. Let M ∼= (O,n;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)). Suppose that n = 0 and
p > 2. Then as a graded vector space
H ∗(M;Z/p)= Z/p{1, θl, ϕl, γ | 1 l  g}.
In this case θl ·ϕl =−γ , for 1 l  g, while all other cup products are zero. Furthermore,
Bp(θl)= 0.
Theorem 1.7. Let M ∼= (O,n;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)). Suppose that n = 0 and
p = 2. If Ae+ C ≡ 0 (mod 2) then, H 1(M;Z/2) is generated by the elements θ1, . . . , θg ,
and H 2(M;Z/2) has generators ϕ1, . . . , ϕg . In case Ae + C ≡ 0 (mod 2) there are
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two additional generators α ∈ H 1(M;Z/2) and β ∈ H 2(M;Z/2). The non-trivial cup
products are:
(i) θl · ϕl = γ .














γ, α · β = γ.
By [15, Theorem 2.2], for given p, a degree one map from an orientable 3-manifold
M onto a lens space L(p,q) exists, for some q , if and only if there exists an element
x ∈ H 1(M;Z/p) such that the linking number x  x = 〈x · Bp(x), {M}〉 = 0. The
following result determines all possible non-zero values for x · Bp(x) in any orientable
Seifert manifold M , and is a direct corollary of the previous results. Observe that when
p = 2, L(2, q) = L(2,1) = RP3 and x · Bp(x) = x3 so that the description of degree 1
maps given in Corollary 1.9 below, agrees with the description in Theorem 3.9 [7], which
is restated in Corollary 1.10.
Theorem 1.8. For any prime p, and any orientable Seifert manifold M let x ∈
H 1(M;Z/p). Then, using the previous notation, all possible non-zero values of x ·Bp(x)
are given by:





γ, 2 i  n.
















γ, 2 i  n.
(iv) For M ∼= (O,n,g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)), when n = 0, p = 2, and Ae + C ≡
0 (mod 2),






Corollary 1.9. Let p > 2 be a fixed prime. Then any orientable Seifert manifold M admits
a degree one map to L(p,q), for some q , precisely in the following cases.
(i) M = (O,o;g | e; (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)), n  3, and a1, . . . , an not all divisible by
p2,
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(ii) M as in (i) with n= 2, and p−1(a1c1 + a2c2) not divisible by p,
(iii) M as in (i) with n = 0,Ae + C ≡ 0 (mod p), and p−1(∑ri=1 biAi + Ae + C) ≡
0 (mod p),
(iv) M = (O,n;g | e; (a1, b1), . . . (am, bm)), n 3, and a1, . . . , an not all divisible by p2.
Corollary 1.10. For p = 2 and M an orientable Seifert manifold as above (of type (O,o)
or (O,n)), M admits a degree one map to RP 3 in precisely the following cases.
(i) n 2, and ai+aj2 ≡ 1 (mod 2) for some i, j, 1 i, j  n,
(ii) n= 0,Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod 2), and q + Ae+C2 ≡ 1 (mod 2).
In Section 2 the equivariant chain complex for the universal cover is set up for both
the (Oo) and (On) cases, and the diagonal approximation ∆ is given in Section 3. The
cohomology groups H ∗(M;A) are then computed in Section 4 and the ring structure is
given in Section 5 for A= Z/p, giving the theorems and corollaries which have been stated
in this section. In Section 6 the somewhat involved proof of the Diagonal Approximation
Theorem is given. Finally, Appendix A gives the cohomology ring with Z/ps coefficients
in some cases, and Appendix B gives a list of errata for [7].
Further details on the relationship of this work with other questions about 3-manifolds
and with the theory of relativistic kinks (cf. [23,24]) are given in [6, §1]. For other results
that determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of degree one maps
from a Seifert manifold to a lens space in terms of Deloup’s τ invariants, see [11].
A future paper will deal with the cohomology ring of the non-orientable Seifert manifolds
(N,n;g | e;m: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)) and (N,o;g | e;m: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)). This
will complete the solution of the cohomology ring problem for all Seifert manifolds
without boundary.
2. The equivariant chain complex
In [6], the equivariant chain complex for the universal cover M˜ was constructed in the
case where the associated orbit surface is S2. In the general case, where the Seifert manifold
is orientable and can have any orbit surface, this chain complex is modified using the same
techniques given in [6, §2] and the resulting equivariant chain complex is now described
in both cases.
(Oo): The Seifert manifold and the associated orbit surface are both orientable. Here
Π = 〈s1, . . . , sm, v1,w1, . . . , vg,wg,h |
[sj , h], sajj hbj , [vj ,h], [wj ,h], s1 . . . sm[v1,w1] . . . [vg,wg]h−e
〉
.
The equivariant chain complex C for the universal cover M˜ consists of the free R-modules
in dimensions 0, 1, 2, 3 with free generators
(G0) 0: σ 00 , . . . , σ
0
m;
(G1) 1: σ 11 , . . . , σ
1
m;ρ10 , . . . , ρ1m; ν11 ,ω11, . . . , ν1g,ω1g;η10, . . . , η1m;
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(G2) 2: σ 21 , . . . , σ
2
m;ρ20 , . . . , ρ2m; ν21 ,ω21, . . . , ν2g,ω2g;µ20, . . . ,µ2m; δ2;
(G3) 3: σ 30 , . . . , σ
3
m; δ3.
The definition of the boundary map, ∂ , of the chain complex C , requires the following
conventions and definitions in the group ring R. First of all, in addition to the list of
generators given in (G1), (G2) adopt the notation σ 10 = 0, σ 20 = 0. Next, let rj = s0s1 · · · sj
for −1  j  m, (r−1 = 1) and rm+j := rm∏jk=1[vk,wk] for 1  j  g. Observe that






∣∣ = 1 and let tj = scjj hdj . Then sj = t−bjj and h = tajj . When j = 0 set
a0 = 1, b0 = e, so that s0 = h−e. Now define the Laurent polynomials




tj − 1 ,
gl,j = t−1j + t−2j + · · · + t−lj , l  1, gbj ,j =Gj =
1− t−bjj
tj − 1 ,
Pj = 1+ t−bjj + · · · + t
−bj (cj−1)
j , Qj = 1+ t
aj
j + · · · + t
aj (dj−1)
j .
In particular, F0 = 1 and G0 = (1− h−e)/(h− 1). Finally, define the chains:
π1j := rj−1
(
σ 1j + ρ1j





ν1j + (rm+j−1vj − rm+j )ω1j ,
π2j := −rj−1
(
σ 2j + ρ2j







ν2j + (rm+j − rm+j−1vj )ω2j .
The free resolution C is given by the exact sequence
C : 0 →C3 ∂3−→ C2 ∂2−→ C1 ∂1−→C0 ε−→ Z→ 0
and the differentials are defined by
(R1,1) ∂σ
1
j = σ 0j − σ 00 , 1 j m,
(R1,2) ∂ρ
1
j = (sj − 1)σ 0j , 0 j m,
(R1,3) ∂η1j = (h− 1)σ 0j , 0 j m,
(R1,4) ∂ν1j = (vj − 1)σ 00 , ∂ω1j = (wj − 1)σ 00 , 1 j  g,
(R2,1) ∂σ
2
j = η10 − η1j + (h− 1)σ 1j , 1 j m,
(R2,2) ∂ρ2j = (1− sj )η1j + (h− 1)ρ1j , 0 j m,
(R2,3) ∂ν2j = (1− vj )η10 + (h− 1)ν1j , ∂ω2j = (1−wj)η10 + (h− 1)ω1j , 1 j  g,
(R2,4) ∂δ2 =∑mj=0 π1j +∑gj=1 π1m+j ,
(R2,5) ∂µ2j = Fj · ρ1j +Gj · η1j , 0 j m,
(R3,1) ∂σ 3j = ρ2j + (1− tj )µ2j , 0 j m,
(R3,2) ∂δ3 = (1− h)δ2 −∑mj=0 π2j −∑gj=1 π2m+j .
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Remark 2.1. Observe that π10 = ρ10 , π20 =−ρ20 , and
∂π1j = (rj − rj−1)σ 00 , 0 j m+ g,
∂π2j = (rj − rj−1)η10 + (1− h)π1j , 0 j m+ g.
(On): The Seifert manifold is orientable while the associated orbit surface is not orientable.
In this case the cell complex of M˜ does not include the cells ω1j , ω2j listed in (G1), and
(G2) but otherwise is the same as the (Oo) case and has fundamental group:
Π = 〈s1, . . . , sm, v1, . . . , vg, h | [sj , h], sajj hbj , vj hv−1j h, s1 . . . smv21 . . . v2gh−e〉.
Define the chains:
π1m+j := rm+j−1(1+ vj )ν1j ,




The boundary relations (Ri,j ) without νj ,ωj , vj ,wj are the same as in the case of the
orientable surface. One has to replace the other (Ri,j ) by the following (R∗i,j ) (of which
the first, third, and fourth formulae are formally unchanged from the (Oo) case).
(R∗1,4) ∂ν1j = (vj − 1)σ 00 , 1 j  g,












(a) In this case the boundaries of π1j and π2j are, as formal expressions, unchanged from
the (Oo) case as given in Remark 2.1.
(b) Unlike the (Oo) case, h is not central in Π here. However it does commute with sj , v2k
and hence also with ri .
3. Diagonal Approximation Theorem
The free resolution C of Section 2 suffices to find the additive structure of H ∗(M;A).
However, to find the ring structure (i.e., the cup products), make C ⊗ C into a R-chain
complex by setting ∂(x ⊗ y) = ∂x ⊗ y + (−1)deg(x)x ⊗ ∂y , and (nu + mv)(x ⊗ y) =
n(ux ⊗ uy) + m(vx ⊗ vy) for m,n ∈ Z, u,v ∈ Π , x, y ∈ C . Then seek a diagonal
approximation ∆ :C→ C ⊗ C , such that
(a) ∆ is a R-chain map,
(b) ∆ preserves augmentation, i.e., there is a commutative diagram:








Such a diagonal map ∆ exists by acyclic models (cf. Epstein and Steenrod [14,
Chapter 5]), but it must be found explicitly (it is not unique). Of course, by (a), it suffices
to know ∆ on the (free) generators of the complex C .





Diagonal Approximation Theorem 3.1. The diagonal approximation of the equivariant
chain complex is defined on the generators of the chain complex C as follows:
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π1j ⊗ π1i −
m∑
j=1



































) = σ 3j ⊗ σ 0j + taj−bjj σ 0j ⊗ σ 3j − tjµ2 ⊗ t−bjj τ 1j − taj−bjj τ 1j ⊗ tjµ2j













A′ = δ3 ⊗ s0σ 00 + rm−1hσ 00 ⊗ δ3 − hδ2 ⊗ s0η10 − rm−1η10 ⊗ δ2
− ρ20 ⊗ ρ10 + hρ10 ⊗ ρ20 + π2m⊗ π1m − hπ1m ⊗ π2m + π2m ⊗ ρ10














π2j ⊗ rj−1σ 1j −
m∑
j=1































































hπ1m+j ⊗ ρ20 .
(On): M ∼= (O,n,g | e;m; (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)).
In this case the diagonal on the equivariant chain complex Cn is defined as in the
(Oo) case, except on the generators ω1j , ω2j , which do not occur in this case, and on the
generators ν2j , δ
2
















π1j ⊗ π1i −
m∑
j=1




























A′ = δ3 ⊗ s0σ 00 + rm−1hσ 00 ⊗ δ3 − hδ2 ⊗ s0η10 − rm−1η10 ⊗ δ2
− ρ20 ⊗ ρ10 + hρ10 ⊗ ρ20 + π2m⊗ π1m − hπ1m ⊗ π2m + π2m ⊗ ρ10










hπ1j ⊗ π2i −
m∑
j=1














j ⊗ rj−1ρ2j ,


























hrm+j−1vj ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1vj ν1j −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1hvj ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1hvj η10 +
g∑
j=1




hπ1m+j ⊗ ρ20 .
4. The cohomology groups H ∗(M;Z/p)
The theorems in this section give the group structure of H ∗(M;Z/p) as stated in
Theorems 1.1–1.7 of the Introduction. In addition, explicit generators for the cohomology
groups are given, which makes it relatively easy to calculate the cup products in Section 5
and thus complete the proofs of 1.1–1.7.
For the Seifert fibred manifoldM with infinite fundamental group, and with coefficients
the trivial R-module Z/p, the cohomology groups are determined in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
by the cochain complex:




For any generator α of Ci (as given in Section 2), let αˆ denote the dual generator of
Hom(Ci;Z/p); that is, αˆ(α) = 1, αˆ(β) = 0 for any other generator β of Ci , for i =
0,1,2,3.
Theorem 4.1. Let M = (O,o, g | e;m: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)). Its Z/p cohomology
groups are described as follows.
Case (1): Let a1, . . . , an ≡ 0 (mod p), 1 nm, and an+1, . . . , am ≡ 0 (mod p). Then
Hi(M;Z/p)∼=
{
Z/p, i = 0,3,
(Z/p)2g+n−1, i = 1,2,
0, i > 3.
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Moreover, one choice of generators is:




























, 2 j  n, 1 k  g,
dimension 2,
γ := [δˆ 3]=−[σˆ 30 ]= · · · = −[σˆ 3m],
dimension 3.
Case (2): Assume that n = 0, bi ≡ 0 (mod p) for 1  i  r , bi ≡ 0 (mod p) for
r + 1 i m. Then
Hi(M;Z/p)∼=

Z/p, i = 0,3,
(Z/p)2g, i = 1,2, Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p),
(Z/p)2g+1, i = 1,2, Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p),
0, i > 3.
In this case the generators can be taken to be:
































1 k  g, Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p), dimension 1,
β := [δˆ 2], ϕk, ϕ′k, 1 k  g, Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p), dimension 2,
γ := [δˆ 3], dimension 3.
Proof. Case (1). Computation of H 0: First of all observe that ∂0σˆ 00 =−
∑m
j=1 σˆ 1j and that
∂0σˆ 0j = σˆ 1j . It follows that ∂0
∑m
j=0 σˆ 0j = ∂0σˆ 00 + ∂0
∑m
j=1 σˆ 0j = 0 and hence Ker(∂0) =〈∑m
j=0 σˆ 0j
〉
. Thus H 0(M;Z/p)= 〈∑mj=0 σˆ 0j 〉= Z/p.
Computation of H 1: A straightforward calculation reveals that




σˆ 2j + e · µˆ20, ∂1ρˆ10 = δˆ 2 + µˆ20,
∂1ηˆ1j =−σˆ 2j + bj µˆ2j , 1 j m, ∂1ρˆ1j =
{
δˆ 2, 1 j  n,
δˆ 2 + aj µˆ2j , n+ 1 j m,
∂1νˆ1k = 0, ∂1ωˆ1k = 0, 1 k  g.
(4.1)
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Thus, Ker(∂1) = 〈σˆ 1i , ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 , νˆ1k , ωˆ1k | 1  i m, 2  j  n, 1  k  g〉. Furthermore,
since Im(∂0)= 〈σˆ 1j | 1 j m〉,
H 1(M;Z/p) = 〈αj := [ρˆ1j − ρˆ11], θk := [νˆ1k ], θ ′k := [ωˆ1k] | 2 j  n, 1 k  g〉
= (Z/p)2g+n−1.
Computation of H 2: Since
∂2σˆ 2j = 0, ∂2µˆ2j = 0,
∂2ρˆ2j = σˆ 3j + δˆ 3, ∂2νˆ2k = 0,
∂2δˆ 2 = 0, ∂2ωˆ2k = 0,
(4.2)
it follows that the 2-cocycles are generated by σˆ 2j , δˆ 2, µˆ2j , νˆ2k , ωˆ2k . The relations given
in (4.1) imply that bj µˆ2j ∼ σˆ 2j with bj = 0 for 1 j  n, and −δˆ 2 ∼ µˆ20 ∼ an+1µˆ2n+1 ∼
· · · ∼ amµˆ2m. Since ∂1ρˆ11 = δˆ 2 for 1  j  n, and an+1, . . . , am ≡ 0 (mod p), δˆ 2 ∼ µˆ20 ∼
µˆ2n+1 ∼ · · · ∼ µˆ2m ∼ 0. Furthermore, bj µˆ2j ∼ σˆ 2j for n+ 1 j m, and hence σˆ 2j ∼ 0 for
n + 1  j  m. This eliminates all but the elements σˆ 2j , 1  j  n, from consideration.
Finally observe that
∑m
j=1 σˆ 2j + e · 0 ∼
∑n
j=1 σˆ 2j ∼ 0 is the only relation amongst these
elements. This shows that −[σˆ 1n ] =
∑n
j=2[σˆ 2j ]. Thus
H 2(M;Z/p) = 〈βj := [σˆ 2j ], ϕk := [νˆ2k ], ϕ′k := [ωˆ2k] | 2 j  n, 1 k  g〉
= (Z/p)2g+n−1.
Computation of H 3: It follows from (4.2) that δˆ 3 ∼ −σˆ 3j . This means that [δˆ 3] = −[σˆ 3j ]
for 1 j  n, and hence H 3(M;Z/p)= 〈[δˆ 3]〉 = −〈[σˆ 3j ]〉 = Z/p.
Case (2): The computation of both H 0 and H 3 follow as in Case (1). Next, recall that
in this case A ≡ 0 (mod p) since n= 0.
Computation of H 1: Since n= 0, the coboundary on the 1-cells, given in 4.1, becomes:




σˆ 2j + e · µˆ20, ∂1ρˆ10 = δˆ 2 + µˆ20,
∂1ηˆ1j =−σˆ 2j + bj µˆ2j , 1 j m, ∂1ρˆ1j = δˆ 2 + aj µˆ2j , 1 j m,
∂1νˆ1k = 0, ∂1ωˆ1k = 0.













j − eρˆ10 , σˆ 1j , νˆ1i , ωˆ1i :
1 i  g, 1 j m
〉
, if Ae+C ≡p 0,〈




k : 1 k  g, 1 j m
〉
, if Ae+C ≡p 0






































{0, if Ae+C ≡p 0,

















, 1 k  g
〉







, 1 i  g
〉
, if Ae+C ≡p 0
=
{
(Z/p)2g+1, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p),
(Z/p)2g, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p).
Computation of H 2: Just as in Case (1),
∂2σˆ 2j = 0, ∂2µˆ2j = 0,
∂2ρˆ2j = σˆ 3j + δˆ 3, ∂2νˆ2k = 0,
∂2δˆ 2 = 0, ∂2ωˆ2k = 0,
which gives Ker(∂2) = 〈δˆ 2, σˆ 2j , µˆ2j , νˆ2k , ωˆ2k | 1  j m, 1  k  g〉. Once again proceed
as in Case (1). Since, in the present case n = 0, it is clear that δˆ 2, νˆ2k , ωˆ2k are the only
classes needed to generate H 2(M;Z/p). Furthermore, the computations of ∂1 above show
that δˆ 2 ∈ Im(∂1) if and only if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p).














, 1 k  g
〉







, 1 k  g
〉
, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p)
=
{
(Z/p)2g+1, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p),
(Z/p)2g, if Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod p). ✷
Theorem 4.2. Let M = (O,n,g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)), then the Z/p cohomology
groups of M are described as follows.
Case (1): Assume that a1, . . . , an ≡ 0 (mod p), 1  n  m, and an+1, . . . , am ≡
0 (mod p). Then
Hi(M;Z/p)=

Z/p, i = 0,3,
(Z/p)g+n−1, i = 1,2,
0, i > 3.
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Furthermore, the generators can be chosen to be:


















, 2 j  n, 1 k  g, dimension 2,
γ := [δˆ 3]=−[σˆ 30 ]= · · · = −[σˆ 3m], dimension 3.
Case (2a): In this case assume that n = 0, p > 2, and bi ≡ 0 (mod p) for 1  i  r ,
bi ≡ 0 (mod p) for r + 1 i m. Then
Hi(M;Z/p)=
{
Z/p, i = 0,3,
(Z/p)g−1, i = 1,2,
0, i > 3.
In this case the generators can be taken to be:










, 2 k  g, dimension 2,
ζ := [δˆ 3], dimension 3.
Case (2b): In this case assume that n = 0, p = 2, and bi ≡ 0 (mod 2) for 1  i  r ,
bi ≡ 1 (mod 2) for r + 1 i m. Then
Hi(M;Z/2)=

Z/2, i = 0,3,
(Z/2)g, i = 1,2, Ae+C ≡ 1 (mod 2),
(Z/2)g+1, i = 1,2, Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod 2),
0, i > 3.
In this case the generators can be taken to be:


















j=r+1 ρˆ1j + eρˆ10
]






, 1 k  g, Ae+C ≡ 0 (mod 2),
dimension 2,
ζ := [δˆ 3],
dimension 3.
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Proof. Case (1): The computation of both H 0 and H 3 follow as in Theorem 4.1 Case (1).
Computation of H 1: For this case ∂1 is given as follows.








∂1ρˆ10 = δˆ 2 + µˆ20,
∂1ηˆ1j =−σˆ 2j + bj µˆ2j , 1 j m,
∂1ρˆ1j =
{
δˆ 2, 1 j  n,
δˆ 2 + aj µˆ2j , n+ 1 j m,
∂1νˆ1k = 2δˆ 2, 1 k  g.
(4.3)
In particular, since b1 ≡ 0 (mod p), it is clear that no non-trivial linear combination of
ηˆ10, . . . , ηˆ
1
m can be in Ker(∂1). It follows that Ker(∂1)= 〈σˆ 1i , ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 , νˆ1k − 2ρˆ11 | 1  i 
m, 2 j  n, 1 k  g〉. Furthermore, since Im(∂0)= 〈σˆ 1j | 1 j m〉,
H 1(M;Z/p) = 〈αj := [ρˆ1j − ρˆ11], θk := [νˆ1k − 2ρˆ11] | 2 j  n, 1 k  g〉
= (Z/p)g+n−1.
Computation of H 2: Since
∂2σˆ 2j = 0, ∂2µˆ2j = 0,
∂2ρˆ2j = σˆ 3j + δˆ 3, ∂2νˆ2j = 0,
∂2δˆ 2 = 0
(4.4)




j . The remainder of the proof proceeds as
in Theorem 4.1 Case (1). Thus
H 2(M;Z/p) = 〈βj := [σˆ 2j ], ϕk := [νˆ2k ] | 1 j  n− 1, 1 k  g〉
= (Z/p)g+n−1.
Case (2a): The formulae for ∂1 here are the same as in (4.3). But now, since all
aj ≡ 0 (mod p) and because of the term 2∑gk=1 ν2k = 0 in ∂1ηˆ10, one sees successively
that no ηˆ10, no ηˆ
1
j , and no ρˆ
1
j can be in any non-trivial 1-cocycle. This leaves only the
cocycles σˆ 1j , νˆ
1
k − νˆ11 , 1  j  m, 2  k  g, and since σˆ 1j ∈ Im(∂0), it follows that
H 1(M;Z/p)= (Z/p)g−1, generated by θk := [νˆ1k − νˆ11 ], 2 k  g.
The 2-cocycles are the same as in Case (2a) (4.4), but now 2δˆ 2 ∼ 0 implies δˆ 2 ∼ 0,
hence also µˆ2j ∼ 0, 0  j  m and σˆ 2j ∼ 0, 1  j  m. This also gives
∑g
k=1 νˆ2k ∼ 0,
hence H 2(M;Z/p)= (Z/p)g−1 generated by ϕk := [νˆ2k ], 2 k  g.
Case (2b): The formulae for ∂1 are again the same as in (4.6) with the simplification that
2 = 0. The computations and results are now formally identical to Case 2 of Theorem 4.1,
with the simplifications that p = 2 and that there are no cochains ωˆ1k , ωˆ2k . ✷
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5. Cup products and the Bockstein maps
Using the results of Sections 3 and 4, the calculation of the cup products inH ∗(M;Z/p)
is routine and follows a standard method (as in [5,6] for p = 2). Rather than give all the
details the method will be outlined and illustrated in two cases. The other cases are similar
to these. The complete results are stated in Section 1.
Let α = [uˆ], β = [vˆ] be cohomology classes in Hi(M;Z/p), Hj(M;Z/p), where the




where × :Z/p⊗Z/p→ Z/p is multiplication, z ∈ Ci+j is an (i + j)-chain, and ∆ is the
diagonal map of Section 3. Then α · β = [µˆ I νˆ].
Proposition 5.1. In either the (Oo) or (On) case, let np  2. Then for 2 j, k  np ,











(when p > 2 these binomial coefficients vanish because p|a1, . . . , p|an, so αj · αk = 0 for
p > 2). Furthermore,
(ii) αj · βk =−δjkγ .
Proof. (i) By definition αj = [ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ]. It follows that αj ·αk = [(ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ) I (ρˆ1k − ρˆ11 )],








=×((ρˆ1j ⊗ ρˆ1k − ρˆ1j ⊗ ρˆ11 − ρˆ11 ⊗ ρˆ1k + ρˆ11 ⊗ ρˆ11)(∆z)).





















































i ∈ Z/p. (Observe that in
the (On) case there are no ωi classes and so the coefficients κωi do not appear.) From (4.1)
and (4.3), ∂(ρˆ11 ) = δ2 ∼ 0, so it follows that the coefficient κ is irrelevant. The formulae
given in Theorem 3.1 show that the terms ρ11 ⊗ ρ1s do not occur in ∆(σ 2i ), ∆(ρ2i ), ∆(ν2i ),
∆(ω2i ) for any i , r , s, hence κ
σ
i = κρi = κνi = κωi = 0.





i ) as given in Theorem 3.1. Recall that τ
1





Pj = 1 + t−bjj + · · · + t
−bj (cj−1)
j has cj terms, fr,j has r terms, Fj has aj ≡ 0 (mod p)
terms and Gj has bj terms, it is clear that only the third, fourth and seventh terms in ∆(µ2j )
can make a non-zero contribution in 5.1(i) (from the evaluation of ρˆ1j ⊗ ρˆ1k when j = k, and
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For p > 2 this gives 0, while for p = 2, bj = cj = 1, and hence Eq. (5.1) reduces to(aj
2
)= aj2 . Since, for p = 2, βj = [σˆ 2j ] = [µˆ2j ], formula 5.1(i) is now verified in all cases.
(ii) Since αj · βk = [(ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ) I σˆ 2k ] = [ρˆ1j I σˆ 2k − ρˆ11 I σˆ 2k ], the terms ∆(σ 3i ) and
∆(δ3) need to be examined for any terms of the form ρ1j ⊗ σ 2k or ρ11 ⊗ σ 2k . There are no




j given in Section 2 it
is clear that the only non-zero contribution (of −1) comes from the third last term of A′ in
∆(δ3), only when j = k. This verifies 5.1(ii). ✷
All other cup products are handled in the same way, and the reader can easily verify
any other case. Similarly, computation of the Bockstein homomorphism Bp is a standard
procedure based on the short exact coefficient sequence
0 → Z/p ×p−→ Z/p2 µp−→ Z/p→ 0.
It will suffice to illustrate one case.
Proposition 5.2. In either the (Oo) or (On) case, let np  2. Then for 2 j  np ,
Bp(αj )=−a′j cjβj + a′1c1β1.
Proof. Recall a′j = aj/p, and ajdj −bjcj = 1 (so bj cj ≡−1 (mod p)). Since αj = [ρˆ1j −
ρˆ11 ], lift the cocycle ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ∈ C1(M;Z/p) to a Z/p2 cochain ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ∈ C1(M;Z/p2).




)= (δ2 + aj µˆ2j )− (δˆ 2 + a1µˆ21)= aj µˆ2j − a1µˆ21 = p(a′j µˆ2j − a′1µˆ21).
It follows that ∂(ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 )= (×p)∗(a′j µˆ2j − a′1µˆ21), whence
Bp(αj ) =
[
a′j µˆ2j − a′1µˆ21
]= a′j b−1j [σˆ 2j ]− a′1b−11 [σˆ 21 ]
= a′j b−1j βj − a′1b−11 β1 =−a′j cjβj + a′1c1β1. ✷
This completes the proofs of Theorems 1.1–1.7. The proof of Theorem 1.8 is now trivial.
For example, to prove Case (i) simply apply Theorem 1.1 and observe that αi · Bp(αi)=
(a′ici + a′1c1)γ , for 2  i  n, whereas x · Bp(x) = 0 for x = θl , θ ′l . The other cases are
similar.
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Proof of Corollary 1.9. The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are self evident from Theorem 1.8. To
prove (i) and (iv), suppose there is no degree one map M→ L(p,q), that is, x ·Bp(x)= 0,
for all x ∈H 1(X;Z/p). First consider x = αi for 2 i  p and secondly let x = αj − αi
for 2  i < j  np (this choice is possible because np  3). A short calculation then
shows that 0 = a′ici ∈ Z/p, for 1  i  np and this implies that a′i ≡ 0 (mod p) (since
ci ≡ 0 (mod p) ). Thus ai ≡ 0 (mod p2). Taking the contrapositive gives the result. ✷
The proof of Corollary 1.10 is straightforward (it follows directly from Theorem 1.8,
with p = 2).
6. Proof of the Main Theorem
The definition of the diagonal map in both the orientable and non-orientable cases is,
with the exception of the generators νj , ωj , δ2, δ3, the same as the genus 0 case and
is proved in [6]. This section contains all the details of the verification of the fact that
∂∆=∆∂ , for ∆ defined on νj , ωj , δ2, δ3, as given in the Main Theorem (3.1). This will
complete the proof, which is divided into three parts. In (A) the verification is done for the
routine cases. In (B) the verification is done for δ2, δ3 when the orbit surface is orientable
and in (C) for δ2 and δ3 when the orbit surface is not orientable.
In what follows, remember that ∂(x ⊗ y)= ∂x ⊗ y + (−1)px ⊗ ∂y if p = dim(x).
Proof. Part A. The routine cases
The diagonal on ν1j ((Oo) and (On) cases).
∂
(
ν1j ⊗ σ 00 + vjσ 00 ⊗ ν1j
)
= ((vj − 1)σ 00 )⊗+vjσ 00 ⊗ (vj − 1)σ 00
= vj σ 00 ⊗ vj σ 00 − σ 00 ⊗ σ 00 = (vj − 1)σ 00 .
Thus, if ∆ν1j := ν1j ⊗σ 00 +vj σ 00 ⊗ν1j (as in Theorem 3.1), it follows that ∂(∆ν1j )=∆(∂ν1j )
as required. The same reasoning will apply in all the following cases.
The diagonal on ω1j ((Oo) case).
∂
(
ω1j ⊗ σ 00 +wjσ 00 ⊗ω1j
)
= ((wj − 1)σ 00 )⊗+wjσ 00 ⊗ (wj − 1)σ 00





The diagonal on ν2j ((Oo) case).
∂
(
ν2j ⊗ σ 00 + vjη10 ⊗ ν1j − hν1j ⊗ η10 + hvjσ 00 ⊗ ν2j
)
= (1− vj )η10 ⊗+
(
(h− 1)ν1j
)⊗ σ 00 + (vj (h− 1)σ 00 )⊗ ν1j
− vjη10 ⊗ (vj − 1)σ 00 −
(
h(vj − 1)σ 00
)⊗ η10 + hν1j ⊗ (h− 1)σ 00
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+hvjσ 00 ⊗ (1− vj )η10 + hvjσ 00 ⊗ (h− 1)ν10
= hσ 00 ⊗ η10 + η10 ⊗ σ 00 − vjhσ 00 ⊗ vj η10 − vj η10 ⊗ vj σ 00
+hν1j ⊗ hσ 00 + vjhσ 00 ⊗ hν1j − ν1j ⊗ σ 00 − vj σ 00 ⊗ ν1j
= (1− vj )
(
hσ 00 ⊗ η10 + η10 ⊗ σ 00
)+ (h− 1)(ν1j ⊗ σ 00 + vj σ 00 ⊗ ν1j )
= (1− vj )∆
(
η10
)+ (h− 1)∆(ν1j )
=∆((1− vj )η10 + (h− 1)ν1j )=∆(∂ν2j ).
The diagonal on ν2j ((On) case).
∂
(
ν2j ⊗ σ 00 − hvj η10 ⊗ ν1j − hν1j ⊗ η10 + hvjσ 00 ⊗ ν2j + hvjη10 ⊗ hvj η10
)
= (1+ hvj )η10 ⊗+
(
(h− 1)ν1j
)⊗ σ 00 − (hvj (h− 1)σ 00 )⊗ ν1j
−hvjη10 ⊗ (vj − 1)σ 00 −
(
h(vj − 1)σ 00
)⊗ η10 + hν1j ⊗ (h− 1)σ 00
+hvjσ 00 ⊗ (1+ hvj )η10 + hvjσ 00 ⊗ (h− 1)ν10
+hvj (h− 1)σ 00 ⊗ hvj η10 + hvj η10 ⊗ hvj (h− 1)σ 00
= hσ 00 ⊗ η10 + η10 ⊗ σ 00 + vjσ 00 ⊗ hvj η10 + hvj η10 ⊗ hvjσ 00
+hν1j ⊗ hσ 00 + hvjσ 00 ⊗ hν1j − ν1j ⊗ σ 00 − vj σ 00 ⊗ ν1j
= (1+ hvj )∆
(
η10
)+ (h− 1)∆(ν1j )
=∆((1+ hvj )η10 + (h− 1)ν1j )=∆(∂ν2j ).
The diagonal on ω2j ((Oo) case).
∂
(
ω2j ⊗ σ 00 +wjη10 ⊗ ω1j − hω1j ⊗ η10 + hwjσ 00 ⊗ ω2j
)
= hσ 00 ⊗ η10 + η10 ⊗ σ 00 −wjhσ 00 ⊗wjη10 −wjη10 ⊗wjσ 00
+hω1j ⊗ hσ 00 +wjhσ 00 ⊗ hω1j −ω1j ⊗ σ 00 −wjσ 00 ⊗ ω1j
= (1−wj)
(
hσ 00 ⊗ η10 + η10 ⊗ σ 00




)+ (h− 1)∆(ω1j )
=∆((1−wj)η10 + (h− 1)ω1j )=∆(∂ω2j ).
Before turning to the more difficult cases ∆(δ2) and ∆(δ3), a general approach to these
cases is first outlined. The idea of this approach is to take advantage of the previous work,
found in [6], for the genus 0 case, as far as possible.
As in Theorem 3.1, write ∆δ2 =A+B . Notice thatA is the same expression determined
for the diagonal of δ2 in [6] (Theorem 3.1), for the case when the orbit surface has genus









∆π1m+j − ∂A− ∂B.
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Define S := (∑mj=0∆π1j − ∂A), C :=∑gj=1∆π1m+j , and let T := S + C. The explicit
expressions for S, C, and T will be given below, in each case. Observe that in the case
g = 0, described in [6] rm = 1 and consequently, S = 0. However, when g = 0 this
is no longer true because rm = 1 (note that rm+g = 1 instead). The two cases of the
orientable and non-orientable orbit surface will follow from these general considerations
by substituting the appropriate expressions for π1m+j , which were defined in Section 2, and
verifying that T = ∂B (which is clearly equivalent to ∆(∂δ2)= ∂(∆δ2)).
Similarly, write ∆δ3 = A′ + B ′ as given in Theorem 3.1, where A′ is the same
expression determined for the diagonal of δ3 in [6] (Theorem 3.1), for the case when the









∆π2m+j − ∂A′ − ∂B ′.
Let S′ := (1 − h)A −∑mj=0∆π2j − ∂A′, C′ := (1 − h)B −∑gj=1∆π2m+j , and define
T ′ := S′ +C′.
Once again both cases will follow from these general considerations by substituting the
appropriate expressions for A, B , A′ and π2m+j , and proving that T ′ = ∂B ′.
Part B. δ2 and δ3 when the orbit surface is orientable.
The diagonal on δ2. First of all recall the definitions of π1j and π
1
m+j given in Section 2
and observe that
∂π1j = (rj − rj−1)σ 00 ,
∂π1m+j = (rm+j − rm+j−1)σ 00 .
Define S, C and T as above. Then the calculation of C is straightforward, but that
of S could be quite tedious. However, S can be calculated with almost no effort as
follows. Notice that S is almost the same as the difference between expressions (5.12)
and (5.13) in [6]. This expression was proved to equal 0 there. However, the same formula
holds in the present case after changing the terms in (5.13) labelled (c1) and (c2) from∑m
j=0 to
∑m+g
j=0 , changing (s3) to rmσ 00 ⊗ π1m, changing the first (c5) in the expression to
πm1 ⊗ rmσ 00 , and changing the second (c8) to rmσ 00 ⊗ ρ10 . One then obtains the following
expressions:




π1m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 −
g∑
j=1





















j ⊗ rm+j−1vjwjv−1j σ 00




rm+j−1vj σ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1ν1j −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1vjω1j ⊗ rm+j−1vj σ 00 −
g∑
j=1









0 ⊗ rm+jω1j ,
and it follows that
T = π1m⊗ rmσ 00 − π1m ⊗ σ 00 + σ 00 ⊗ ρ10 − rmσ 00 ⊗ ρ10 −
g∑
j=1




rm−1σ 00 ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1






j ⊗ rm+j−1vjwj v−1j σ 00 +
g∑
j=1

























0 ⊗ rm+jω1j . (6.1)
As explained above, in order to complete the proof, it suffices to take the expression for B













rm+j−1σ 00 ⊗ π1m+j −
g∑
j=1




π1m+j ⊗ rm+j σ 00 −
g∑
j=1
π1m+j ⊗ σ 00 + π1m⊗ rmσ 00 − π1m ⊗ σ 00 .
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The proof of Lemma 6.1 is omitted since it is a routine application of Remark 2.1 (giving
∂π1i ), telescoping series and the formula rm+g = 1. By applying Lemma 6.1, the following
formula is obtained for ∂B .
∂B = σ 00 ⊗ ρ10 − rmσ 00 ⊗ ρ10 −
g∑
j=1
π1m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 +
g∑
j=1










rm−1σ 00 ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1





π1m+j ⊗ σ 00︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c1)
+π1m⊗ rmσ 00 − π1m ⊗ σ 00 +
g∑
j=1















rm+j−1ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00 +
g∑
j=1

























rm+j−1vj σ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1ν1j +
g∑
j=1





























j ⊗ rm+j σ 00︸ ︷︷ ︸
(s11)
. (6.2)
The expressions labelled c1, c2, c4 and c8 cancel in four pairs. Furthermore the
expressions for X + Z and Y in (6.1) can be written as: X + Z = s6 + s9 + s10 and
Y = s3+ s5+ s7+ s11 in (6.2). Thus, by comparing the resulting expression for ∂B with
the expression for T , it is clear that ∂B = T , as required.
The diagonal on δ3.














ν2j ⊗ σ 00 − vj η10 ⊗ ν1j − hν1j ⊗ η10 + hvjσ 00 ⊗ ν2j
)
+ (rm+j − rm+j−1vj )
× (ω2j ⊗ σ 00 −wjη10 ⊗ω1j − hω1j ⊗ η10 + hwjσ 00 ⊗ ω2j )
= rm+j−1vjwjv−1j ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1vjwjv−1j σ 00
+ rm+j−1vjwjη10 ⊗ rm+j−1vjwjv−1j ν1j
− rm+j−1hvjwj v−1j ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1vjwj v−1j η10
+ rm+j−1vjwjhσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1vjwjv−1j ν2j − rm+j−1ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00
− rm+j−1vj η10 ⊗ rm+j−1ν1j + rm+j−1hν1j ⊗ rm+j−1η10
− rm+j−1hvjσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1ν2j − rm+j−1vjω2j ⊗ rm+j−1vj σ 00
+ rm+j−1vjwjη10 ⊗ rm+j−1vjω1j − rm+j−1hvjω1j ⊗ rm+j−1vj η10
+ rm+j−1vjwjhσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1vjω2j − rm+jω2j ⊗ rm+j σ 00
− rm+jwjη10 ⊗ rm+jω1j + rm+j hω1j ⊗ rm+j η10
− rm+j hwjσ 00 ⊗ rm+jω2j .
Using this formula gives the expression for C′. For S′, a potentially enormous computation
can be done easily using the same idea given above for S. Indeed, S′ is just the difference
between expressions (5.16) and (5.17) of [6] with changes to (5.17) as follows: ∑mj=0
is replaced by
∑m+g
j=0 in (c3), (c6), (c7), (c10), change (c21) to π2m ⊗ rmσ 00 , (c25) to
hπ1m⊗ rmη10, (c11) to rmη10 ⊗ ρ10 , (c32) to hrmσ 00 ⊗ rmρ20 , (s17) to rmη10 ⊗π1m and (s23) to
−hrmσ 00 ⊗ π2m. The resulting expressions for S′, C′, T ′ = S′ +C′ now follow.
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S′ = η10 ⊗ ρ10 − rmη10 ⊗ ρ10 + π2m ⊗ σ 00 − π2m⊗ rmσ 00 + hπ1m⊗ η10
− hπ1m ⊗ rmη10 − hrmσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 + hσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 +
g∑
j=1




hrm−1σ 00 ⊗ π2m+j +
g∑
j=1
hπ1m+j ⊗ s0η10 −
g∑
j=1






































































rm+j−1vjwjhσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1vjwjv−1j ν2j −
g∑
j=1











rm+j−1hvjσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1ν2j −
g∑
j=1
rm+j−1vjω2j ⊗ rm+j−1vj σ 00











rm+j−1vjwjhσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1vjω2j −
g∑
j=1




rm+jwjη10 ⊗ rm+jω1j +
g∑
j=1




rm+j hwjσ 00 ⊗ rm+jω2j ,
and hence







= η10 ⊗ ρ10 − rmη10 ⊗ ρ10 + π2m ⊗ σ 00 − π2m⊗ rmσ 00 + hπ1m⊗ η10
− hπ1m ⊗ rmη10 − hrmσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 + hσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 +
g∑
j=1




hrm−1σ 00 ⊗ π2m+j +
g∑
j=1



























































j ⊗ rm+j−1vjwjv−1j σ 00




















rm+j−1ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00 −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1hν1j ⊗ rm+j−1η10 −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1vjω2j ⊗ rm+j−1vjσ 00 +
g∑
j=1





rm+j−1hvjω1j ⊗ rm+j−1vj η10 +
g∑
j=1



















rm+j hwjσ 00 ⊗ rm+jω2j . (6.3)
To complete the proof it suffices to compute ∂B ′ for B ′ given in the (Oo) case of Theo-




























hπ1m+k ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1
















hrm+j−1σ 00 ⊗ π2m+j −
g∑
j=1




hπ1m+j ⊗ η10 +
g∑
j=1























π1m+k ⊗ ρ10 +
g∑
j=1
π2m+k ⊗ s0σ 00 −
g∑
j=1







= hσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 − hrmσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 −
g∑
j=1







hπ1m+k ⊗ hρ10 +
g∑
j=1
hπ1m+k ⊗ ρ10 .
As in the case of Lemma 6.1, the proof of Lemma 6.2 is omitted since, once again, it
is a routine application of Remark 2.1 and telescoping series. This lemma will be used to
simplify the computation of ∂B ′, which reduces to:
∂B ′ = −
g∑
j=1









π2m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 −
g∑
j=1





rm+j−1η10 ⊗ π1m+j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c3)




rm−1η10 ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1

















hπ1m+k ⊗ π1m+j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c5)
+ π2m⊗ σ 00 − π2m ⊗ rmσ 00 −
g∑
j=1





hrm−1σ 00 ⊗ π2m+j +
g∑
j=1



















hπ1m+k ⊗ hπ1m+j + hπ1m ⊗ η10
− hπ1m⊗ rmη10 +
g∑
j=1
rm+j−1ν1j ⊗ π1m+j −
g∑
j=1






























































































































rm+j−1vjω1j ⊗ π1m+j −
g∑
j=1
hrm+j−1vjω1j ⊗ π1m+j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c17)















0 ⊗ rm+jω1j +
g∑
j=1
















rm+jwjν2j ⊗ rm+jwjσ 00 +
g∑
j=1



























+ hσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 − hrmσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 +
g∑
j=1
hπ1m+j ⊗ s0η10 −
g∑
j=1





hπ1m+j ⊗ hρ10 +
g∑
j=1
hπ1m+j ⊗ ρ10︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c1)
. (6.4)
In order to verify that the expressions given in (6.3) and (6.4) are equal, observe that the
terms in expression (6.4) labelled c1, c2, c3, c5, c6, c7, c9, c10, c12, c17, and c18, cancel
in eleven pairs. Furthermore observe that
V +X = s14+ s15+ s24, Y = s4+ s11+ s21+ s23,
U +W = s19+ s20+ s22, Z = s8+ s13+ s16+ s25. (6.5)
Thus, after cancellation and comparison of the expressions in (6.5), it is clear that the
resulting expression in (6.3) equals that in (6.4) and hence, T ′ = ∂B ′.
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Part C. δ2 and δ3 when the orbit surface is not orientable.
The methods used in part C are very similar to those used in Part B. Note that Lem-
mas 6.1 and 6.2 also hold here in the (On) case. This is a direct consequence of Remark 2.2.
The diagonal on δ2.
As in Part B first calculate




π1m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 −
g∑
j=1






ν1j ⊗ σ 00 + vj σ 00 ⊗ ν1j + vj ν1j ⊗ vjσ 00 + v2j σ 00 ⊗ vj ν1j
)
,
T = S +C
(6.6)
= π1m⊗ rmσ 00 − π1m ⊗ σ 00 + σ 00 ⊗ ρ10 − rmσ 00 ⊗ ρ10 −
g∑
j=1




rm−1σ 00 ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1













rm+j σ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1vj ν1j .
To complete the proof, it again suffices to calculate ∂B from the expression given in the
(On) case of Theorem 3.1 for B and show that it agrees with the expression for T .
Observe that
∂B = σ 00 ⊗ ρ10 − rmσ 00 ⊗ ρ10 −
g∑
j=1
π1m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 +
g∑
j=1










rm−1σ 00 ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1





π1m+j ⊗ σ 00︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c1)
+π1m⊗ rmσ 00 − π1m ⊗ σ 00 +
g∑
j=1
rm+j−1vjσ 00 ⊗ π1m+j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(s4)














rm+j−1ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00 +
g∑
j=1














rm+j−1vj ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1vj σ 00 . (6.7)
The expressions labelled c1 and c2 cancel in two pairs and c3 + c5 + c7 = 0 in (6.7).
Furthermore the expression for X in (6.6) can be written: X = s4 + s6. After comparing
the resulting expression for ∂B in (6.7) with the expression for T in (6.6), it is clear that
∂B = T , as required.
The diagonal on δ3.
First recall Remark 2.2 (b) and that hvjh= vj , rm+j−1v2j = rm+j . Now calculate
∆π2m+j = rm+j−1(hvj − 1)∆ν2j
= rm+j−1(hvj − 1)
(
ν2j ⊗ σ 00 − hvj η10 ⊗ ν1j − hν1j ⊗ η10
+ hvjσ 00 ⊗ ν2j + hvj η10 ⊗ hvj η10
)
= rm+j−1hvj ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1hvjσ 00 − rm+j−1v2j η10 ⊗ rm+j−1hvj ν1j
− rm+j−1vj ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1hvj η10 + rm+j−1v2j σ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1hvj ν2j
+ rm+j−1v2j η10 ⊗ rm+j−1v2j η10 − rm+j−1ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00
+ rm+j−1hvj η10 ⊗ rm+j−1ν1j + rm+j−1hν1j ⊗ rm+j−1η10
− rm+j−1hvjσ 00 ⊗ rm+j−1ν2j − rm+j−1hvj η10 ⊗ rm+j−1hvj η10.

































hrm+j−1vj ν1j ⊗ hrm+j−1vj ν1j −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1v2j η10 ⊗ hrm+j−1vj ν1j +
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1v2j σ 00 ⊗ hrm+j−1vjν2j −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00 −
g∑
j=1




hrm+j−1ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1η10 +
g∑
j=1




hrm+j−1vj η10 ⊗ hrm+j−1vjη10.
Furthermore,
S′ = η10 ⊗ ρ10 − rmη10 ⊗ ρ10 + π2m ⊗ σ 00 − π2m⊗ rmσ 00




π2m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 +
g∑
j=1




hπ1m+j ⊗ s0η10 −
g∑
j=1
rm−1η10 ⊗ π1m+j .
Thus
T ′ = S′ +C′
= η10 ⊗ ρ10 − rmη10 ⊗ ρ10 + π2m ⊗ σ 00 − π2m⊗ rmσ 00
+ hπ1m ⊗ η10 − hπ1m ⊗ rmη10 − hrmσ 00 ⊗ ρ20
+ hσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 +
g∑
j=1
π2m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 +
g∑
j=1




hπ1m+j ⊗ s0η10 −
g∑
j=1

































hrm+j−1vj ν1j ⊗ hrm+j−1vj ν1j −
g∑
j=1




rm+j η10 ⊗ hrm+j−1vj ν1j +
g∑
j=1




rm+j σ 00 ⊗ hrm+j−1vjν2j −
g∑
j=1




rm+j−1ν2j ⊗ rm+j−1σ 00 −
g∑
j=1





hrm+j−1ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1η10 +
g∑
j=1





hrm+j−1vj η10 ⊗ hrm+j−1vj η10. (6.8)
To complete the proof it suffices to compute ∂B ′ and show T ′ = ∂B ′.
∂B ′ = −
g∑
j=1









π2m+j ⊗ s0σ 00 −
g∑
j=1










rm−1η10 ⊗ π1m+j +
g∑
j=1





π2m+j ⊗ rm+j σ 00︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c4)











hπ1m+k ⊗ π1m+j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c5)
+ π2m⊗ σ 00 − π2m ⊗ rmσ 00 −
g∑
j=1





hrm−1σ 00 ⊗ π2m+j +
g∑
j=1



















hπ1m+k ⊗ hπ1m+j + hπ1m ⊗ η10
− hπ1m⊗ rmη10 +
g∑
j=1
rm+j−1ν1j ⊗ π1m+j −
g∑
j=1





















































rm+j−1vj ν1j ⊗ rm+j−1vj ν1j −
g∑
j=1






















































rm+j−1vj ν1j ⊗ hrm+j−1vjη10 −
g∑
j=1





hrm+j−1vjη10 ⊗ hrm+j−1vj η10 +
g∑
j=1



















rm+j σ 00 ⊗ hrm+j−1vj ν2j


















rm+j η10 ⊗ rm+j η10 + hσ 00 ⊗ ρ20
− hrmσ 00 ⊗ ρ20 +
g∑
j=1
hπ1m+j ⊗ s0η10 −
g∑
j=1









hπ1m+j ⊗ ρ10︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c1)
. (6.9)
In order to verify that the expressions given in (6.8) and (6.9) are equal, observe that the
terms in the expression (6.9) labelled c1, c2, c3, c5, c6, c7, c9, c14, c16, c18, c19, c21,
and c23 cancel in thirteen pairs. Moreover, c8 + c13 + c22 = 0, c4 + c11 + c17 = 0.
Finally observe that since X = s10 + s15 and Y = s12 + s20, the resulting expression
in (6.9) equals that in (6.8). Thus, T ′ = ∂B ′. ✷
Appendix A. Cohomology rings with mod ps coefficients
In order to compute the partition functions of the Dijkgraaf–Witten TQFTs when
the base manifold is a Seifert manifold, it is necessary to compute the linking form
of the Seifert manifold, as explained in the introduction. The linking form of any
closed connected orientable manifold can be computed from the mod ps cup products
and Bockstein maps Bps :H 1(N;Z/ps)→ H 2(N;Z/ps). In this appendix the mod ps
cup products and Bockstein maps will be calculated for the special cases in mod ps
cohomology which are analogous to Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.4 (that is, n > 0), so
that the linking form of such Seifert manifolds can be computed.
Let νp(a) denote the p-valuation of any integer a, that is, the largest power of p that
divides a. Consider the class of orientable Seifert manifolds
M := (O,o;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm))
whose Seifert invariants satisfy the condition that νp(aj ) = s, for 1  j  r , νp(aj ) = 1
for r + 1 j  n and νp(aj )= 0 for n+ 1 j m. By following the procedure given in
Section 4 explicit generators for H ∗(M;Z/ps) can be found. The cup products can then
be determined by the method of Section 5.
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To calculate the mod ps Bockstein maps let
jn :H
1(M;Z/n)→H 1(M;Q/Z)
be the mapping induced by the monomorphism j :x + nZ ∈ Z/n→[ x
n
] ∈Q/Z and let
B :H 1(M;Q/Z)→H 2(M;Z)
denote the Bockstein map of the short exact sequence 0→ Z→Q→Q/Z→ 0. Then the
mod n Bockstein is defined to be the composite map




















is commutative, it follows that the mod n Bockstein Bn can be calculated from the
Bockstein, B , of the sequence
0 → Z ×n−−−→ Z µn−−−→ Z/n→ 0
composed with the map induced by the projection µn :Z→ Z/n. That is,
Bn = µ∗n ◦B :H 1(M;Z/n) B−−−→H 2(M;Z)
µ∗n−−−→H 2(M;Z/n).
In particular the mod ps Bockstein, Bps :H 1(M;Z/ps)→ H 2(M;Z/ps), can be calcu-
lated from this sequence when n= ps .
Theorem A.1. Given a Seifert manifold M := (O,o;g | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)), let
s  2 and suppose that νp(aj ) = s, for 1  j  r , νp(aj ) = 1, for r + 1  j  n and
νp(aj )= 0, for n+ 1 j m. Then as a graded group
H ∗
(
M;Z/ps) = 〈1, αi, α′j , θk,φk,βi, β ′j , θ ′k, φ′k, γ | 1 i  r,
r + 1 j  n, 1 k  g〉
∼=

Z/ps , i = 0,3,
(Z/p)n−r ⊕ (Z/ps)2g+r−1, i = 1,2,
0, i > 3,
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where the generators can be chosen to be:














, 2 j  r, 1 k  g,
α′j :=
[
as−1j ρˆ1j − as−1j ρˆ11
]



















, r + 1 j  n,
dimension 2,
γ := [δˆ 3]=−[σˆ 30 ]= · · · = −[σˆ 3m],
dimension 3.
Furthermore the non-trivial cup products and mod ps Bockstein maps are given by the
following expressions:
(i) For p = 2, let 2 i, j  r











Furthermore, if 2 k  n as well, then
















(ii) Let 2 i, j  n and 1 l  g. Then for any prime p,
αi · βj =−δi,j γ , θl · ϕ′l = θ ′l · ϕl = γ.
(iii) Let r + 1 j  n. Then for any prime p,
α′j · β ′j =−as−1j γ .
Additionally, the mod ps Bockstein, Bps , on H 1(M;Z/ps) is given by










)= 0, Bps (ϕl)= Bps (ϕ′l)= 0.




δˆ 2, 1 j  r ,
δˆ 2 + aj µˆ2j , r + 1 j m.
Consequently, ∂1(αj ) = ∂(ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ) = δˆ 2 − δˆ 2 = 0 for 2  j  r just as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1. Similarly, ∂1(α′j )= ∂(as−1j ρˆ1j −as−1j ρˆ11 )= as−1j δˆ 2+as−1j aj µˆ2j −as−1j δˆ 2 =
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asj µˆ
2
j , for r + 1 j  n. Since asj ≡ 0 (mod ps), ∂1(α′j )= 0. Thus, αj , for 2 j  r , α′j ,
for r + 1  j  n, are generators of ker∂1. The calculations for the other generators are
the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
The calculations of the cup products follow as before. In fact almost all the computations
are identical to those in Section 5. Note that in every case but one, the calculation of
the cup products involving α′j and β ′j are zero. This is illustrated by the following two
cases: Observe that α′j = as−1j [ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ], β ′j = [σˆ 2j ]. Then, α′j · α′i = as−1j [ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ] ·











) = 0, for all p. Furthermore, α′j · β ′j =
as−1j [ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 ] · [σˆ 2j ] = −as−1j γ .
The procedure to calculate the mod ps Bockstein was given in the introduction. So, in
order to calculate Bps (αj ), first lift the Z/ps -cocycle ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 to the Z-cochain ρˆ1j − ρˆ11
and calculate the Z-coboundary of this cochain to obtain,
∂1(ρˆ1j − ρˆ11 )= δˆ 2 + aj µˆ2i −
(
δˆ 2 + a1µˆ21
)= aj µˆ2i − a1µˆ21.
Now pull back along the map (×ps)∗ to find an n+ 1-cochain b such that (×ps)∗(b)=
∂1(αj ). Then Bps (αj ) = [µpsb]. The boundary relations show that βj = [σˆ 2j ] = [bj µˆ2j ].
Furthermore, because the Seifert invariants satisfy the relation ajdj − bj cj = 1, bj cj ≡
−1 (mod ps) for 1 j  r⇒ cj ≡−b−1j (mod ps). Thus,









]− a1b−11 [b1µˆ21])= p−s (a1c1β1 − aj cjβj ).
The calculation of Bps on the other generators can be carried out in an analogous
fashion. ✷
In view of the preceding results, the cohomology rings with Z/ps coefficients of the
Seifert manifolds M := (O,n; k | e: (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm))—which have non-orientable
orbit surface—can easily be calculated when n = np > 0. In this case, the cohomology
groups have the extra classes α′j and β ′j as described in A.1 (although they do not have the
ϕl and ϕ′l classes, cf. Theorem 1.4). The description of these cohomology rings is for the
most part the same as that given in Theorem A.1, noting that all the cup products involving
the α′j and β ′j are zero except in the single case where, α′j · β ′j =−as−1j γ .
Appendix B. Errata for [7]
A list of errata for the announcement [7], of the results of this paper follows. All pertain
to the (On) case.
(i) Theorem 3.4(ii) of [7] is corrected in Theorem 1.4(ii) to Bp(θl)= 0.
(ii) Theorem 4.1(iii) of [7] is corrected in Theorem 1.8(iii) to θl · Bp(θl) = 0 (which is
omitted since only the non-zero cup products are listed).
(iii) Theorem A.2 of [7], giving the generators θk in the (On) case, is corrected in
Theorem 4.2 Case 1 (θk = [νˆ1k − 2ρˆ11 ]) and Case 2a (θk = [νˆ1k − νˆ11 ]).
(iv) Corollary 4.2(iv) of [7] is corrected in Corollary 1.9(iv) (the condition n= np  1 is
replaced by np  3).
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Remark B.1. Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 of [7], giving the Lusternik–Schnirelmann category of
certain Seifert manifolds, do not involve any of the above corrections so remain unchanged.
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